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THERMODYNAMIC AND KINETIC ANALYSIS
OF NON ELASTIC DEFORMATION IN POLYMERIC GLASSES

B. ESCAIG and J. M. LEFEBVRE

Laboratoire de Structures et Propriétés de l’Etat Solide (*)
Université des Sciences et Techniques de Lille, B. P. 36, 59650 Villeneuve d’Ascq, France

(Reçu le 21 décembre 1977, révisé le 3 mars 1978, accepté le 13 mars 1978)

Résumé. 2014 L’article étend aux polymères solides l’approche thermodynamique et cinétique
utilisée en plasticité cristalline avec essentiellement en vue l’application à la limite élastique des
polymères vitreux due en large part au dépliement des chaînons le long de grossières bandes de
cisaillement. On définit successivement les paramètres d’activation à l’équilibre thermodynamique,
puis la cinétique d’activation et les diverses grandeurs opérationnelles et procédures expérimentales.
On montre que les contributions propres à l’orientation des chaînons induite sous contraintes sont
en général négligeables.

Abstract. 2014 This paper is aimed at extending to polymeric solids the thermodynamics and kine-
tics of activated plasticity as it has been used in crystals for about ten years. Application to ther-
mally activated yielding in glassy polymers, due to the uncoiling of chain bonds within crude shear
bands, producing an anelastic (pseudo-plastic) strain, is particularly stressed. Definitions of the
activation parameters are given based on equilibrium quasi-static thermodynamics, and contribu-
tions to the total activation entropy and free energy from the strain induced bond orientation are
shown to be generally negligible. The kinetics of barrier overcoming are considered and the opera-
tional quantities and experimental procedures are discussed.

Tome 13 N° 6 Juin 1978

List o f main notations

AGa Activation free energy
esa Activation entropy
0394Ha Activation enthalpy
(la Applied stress
Va Activation volume

Vc Critical nucleus volume

Vo Fully expanded nucleus volume
ve Number of active chains

c Shear Modulus

Aeo Elementary strain in the nucleus
es Entropic strain
S Reduced stress = Uj x (po/p)
VD Bond vibration frequency
vN Correlated vibrations frequency

1. Introduction. - Amorphous polymers can expe-
rience a durable deformation in the glassy phase, that
is at temperatures below the glass transition [1]. Up
to a certain stress, called the yield stress, the strain is

(*) Laboratoire associé au C. N. R. S.

mainly elastic in the sense that only Hooke internal
energy changes are involved and goes down to zero
after unloading. Beyond yielding, a remanent strain
still persists at zero load for some time, which recovers
at an observable rate if enough time or temperature is
allowed. This anelastic strain is clearly of an entropic
nature ; it is merely due to the uncoiling of chain
bonds within crude shear bands with a strong increase
in bond orientation, as demonstrated by birefringence
measurements [2], i. e. to a major decrease in entropy.
It has its exact parallel in crystalline deformation,
although to a much smaller extent, with the anelastic
strain produced by stress ordering of interstitial impu-
rities in a b. c. c. lattice, like carbon in iron for example.
If the recovery time is very long, which is currently the
case for thermoplastics, this anelastic behaviour may
resemble an apparent plasticity. Occasionally a true,
unrecoverable plasticity can also develop in special
conditions, e. g. injection moulding, corresponding to
a flow of the center of gravity of polymer molecules
without any change in internal energy nor in entropy
so that a true permanent strain is retained at zero load.
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Yielding is a strongly thermally activated process in
glassy polymers [1, 3, 4]. It is thus of great interest to
know how the strain rate is related to stress and tempe-
rature, and firstly whether a simple Arrhenius law is
obeyed, with the meaning that only one mechanism
prevails on a molecular scale. The experimental deter-
mination of the stress and temperature dependence of
the strain rate is then aimed at an assessment of the
characteristic features for this mechanism : energy
and spatial extension. However, such an analysis needs
to be conducted carefully, with a precise definition of
concepts, activation parameters and assumptions, and
from a consistent set of data. For example, most of the
published studies [3, 4, 5] derive energies which are
actually activation enthalpies, and are not the relevant
mechanism energies ; the latter are Gibbs free energies,
hence are only obtainable if an evaluation of the main
activation entropy contributions are made ; in the case
of polymers, this leads to appreciable corrections

[6, 7] owing to the strong dependence of the elastic
constants on temperature in the range usually investi-
gated. The same can be said about the measured acti-
vation volume, the meaning of which needs a precise
thermodynamic identification.

It is the aim of this paper to extend to polymeric
solids, the thermodynamics and kinetics of activated
plasticity as it is used in crystals [8-11]. The general
framework is given in part 2, with the specific assump-
tions required for polymeric materials. It is shown in
part 3 that the activation parameters (energy, entropy,
volume) can be deduced from equilibrium quasi-
static thermodynamics which impose inter-relations

between them [9, 12]. Also, contributions to the total
activation entropy and free energy from the strain-
induced bond orientation (through rubberlike terms)
are shown to be generally negligible as compared with
the Hooke elastic terms. The kinetics of barrier over-

coming are considered in part 4, while operational
quantities and procedures are dealt with in part 5,
with a special interest in the self-consistency of experi-
mental data, i. e. the check of validity of a simple
Arrhenius law featuring a single prevailing mechanism.
In this regard, it is emphasized that no experimental
support to a given model can be claimed from this
kind of measurement, if thé consistency of all the
measured activation parameters has not been first

checked by a complete analysis. Some of the results we
obtained recently in our laboratory during the course
of an experimental investigation on polystyrene and
polymethylmethacrylate [7] are given to illustrate this
point. A more complete account of these results will
be published soon elsewhere.

2. General assumptions for the thermally activated
yield and flow in polymers. - We do not intend to
propose here a specific mechanism of deformation, but
rather some plausible features which frame a general
approach.

In an annçaled glassy polymer, any molecular seg-

ment is in some kind of energy well, or cage, formed by
its nearest neighbours, the curvature of which deter-
mines the high value of the elastic constants measured
in the glassy phase. It is of course, recognized that the
glass structure is not a true equilibrium structure

because of the slow decrease of its excess free volume.

However, the characteristic relaxation time iR of this
slow ageing is relatively large, depending on the annea-
ling treatment ; it should be at least of order 10-102

seconds, for a free volume equal to the glass transition
value (1) and probably larger as the excess volume is
ageing down at temperatures below that point. There-
fore, the cage structure of the glass can be considered
as being in a quasi equilibrium state for any polymer
response that does not require a time z much larger
than r, ; this is the case for the thermal activation of

plasticity, as is shown in part 4 (03C4def ~ 10-3 s).
At very low temperatures, yield stresses of the order

0. 1 y (y, the shear modulus) are reported for various
thermoplastics [13, 14] suggesting that yielding might
occur at a stress equal to the Frenkel theoretical shear
strength [14]. This stress is such that chain bonds can
slip past each other at any place within the shear band.
At higher temperatures and lower stresses, a similar
bond shear can take place locally, in a small region of
volume V in the polymer, with the aid of thermal
fluctuations ; under the applied stresses, yielding starts
spreading further from those nuclei which have grown
past a critical, unstable size. The height of the conse-
quent energy barrier to expansion can be deduced
from the critical configuration and the elastic reaction
it develops from the unsheared surrounding matrix, as
several specific models have proposed [13, 14, 15]. It is
enough for our analysis to recognize that the shear
uncoiling of chain bonds through the cage potential
wells starts from some critical nuclei of volume Vc,
within which correlated motions of segments occur
when they form and small enough to be efficiently acti-
vated by thermal fluctuations.

Changes in nucleus energy during their stress-aided,
thermally activated growth can be described by stan-
dard quasi-static thermodynamics, while the overco-
ming of these energy barriers can be analysed by the
reaction rate theory. One has to define a reaction
coordinate ; for the sake of simplicity and because
bonds uncoiling is the basic cause of anelastic beha-
viour, it is appropriate to take here the entropic strain
a, (which is a state variable) produced by uncoiling

(1) Consider the time rn needed for a neighbour to leave the
cage, thus perturbing strongly its energy well. One can estimate :

03C4R ~ (p~)-1 exp(03B1Tg/T)

where p is the number of neighbours forming the cage, p N 10,
~ is the free volume dependent jump frequency of a molecular
segment, ço = 0.1 s-1 for equilibrium at the glass temperature
Tg [16] and akTg = Um, being a motion energy in the glassy
phase for a segment to jump into an adjacent hole, a N 2 or 3.
These values lead to a minimum estimate for 03C4R ~ 10 - 100 s,
with (TGIT) k (400/300).
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chain bonds within the shear nucleus (other choices
could also be made, as for example choosing the
nucleus size itself V, which is proportionnal to ss).
Because the thermodynamical system is taken as the
whole polymer sample, the strain to be considered here
is the sample average strain 8s corresponding to an
entropic strain increment Zen in the nucleus volume V :

where YTOT is the total volume of sample. Most plau-
sibly, Deo has to be considered as a given molecular
cage parameter, of the order unity [14] and the variable
during reaction is V :

3. Thermodynamic définitions of the activation para-
meters. - The aim of this part is to give proper defi-
nitions to the activation parameters and to show how
these are related to the two directly available by expe-
riment, i. e. the activation volume and enthalpy (see
part 5). We merely transpose in the following the
fundamentals of thermodynamical analysis formulated
by Schoeck for crystals [9].

Let us consider first the increase in free energy of a

polymer sample during a reversible and isothermal
variation des. The internal energy change is :

dS is the change in entropy of the polymer from
changes in total volume, vibrational spectrum and

segment orientation. ô W is the reversible work done

by the applied stresses on the polymer, due to the
energy barrier opposing the nucleus expansion. Apart
from the pressure term - P d VTOT, it is formed by a
work term b WH, originated by the increase in the
Hooke elastic energy stored in the toto volume and a

rubber-like (entropic) work term b WS, originated by
the deviation to maximum entropy from the additional

uncoiling of chain bonds in the growing nucleus.

b WH depends merely on nucleus size and temperature
(through the elastic constants) and is assumed not to
depend explicity on the applied stress :

b WS can be written :

with dS,, 1, the appropriate entropy drop caused by
extending the shear band Aeo (for simple shear) by a
volume d V [18] :

(2) Eq. (2) should be applied to the only Hooke strain
d8H # des. However, one can very generally assume propor-
tionality between des and d V, and so, from eq. (1), between
deR and des.

Ve being the number of active chains (entanglements)
in unit volume ; so that :

Hence the change in the Gibbs free energy of the
polymer sample, Go = U - TS + P YTOT, under the
conditions P = const., T = const., can be written as :

Now, under the conditions P = const., T = const.,
and Ua = const., Ua being the external applied stress,
the evolution is controlled by the thermodynamic
potential G = Go - W(Ua, ES) where W’ is the work
done by the constant stress Ua during deformation a ,
that is the Gibbs free energy of the closed system form-
ed by the polymer sample plus the external sources of
stress. During the variation des, c5 Yin’ = 6a VTOT de ;
the strain de is made of des, plus an elastic Hooke
term related to bond distortions, plus eventually a true
plastic flow term. Assuming these two latter to be

negligible as compared with des, d03B5 ~ dëg :

Finally the activation free energy of reaction is

given by the integral over the barrier :

8s(O) and 8s(C) define respectively the initial equili-
brium state of the polymer under stress and the saddle
point configuration at the top of the barrier ; they are
thus the roots of the equation :

Definitions of the activation entropy AS. and acti-
vation volume Va follow from the Second Law of
Thermodynamics :

More explicit expressions can be obtained if equa-
tions (2), (3), (5), (6) are inserted and the derivations
performed. Note that the bounds es(O) and e,(c) in
equation (6) are functions of 6a and T (through the
elastic constants) as shown in equation (7). However,
as Schoeck first pointed out [9], their contributions to
the derivatives vanish according to equation (7), for
example :
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Therefore, one has only to derive equation (6) under
the integral (3) :

with dEJ = ES(c) - 03B5s(0) (4). This expression for Ya
shows that it varies as Vc, the nucleus volume at the
saddle point, or, more physically, as the number of
segments fluctuating in a correlated way for a success-
ful event to occur. In activated dislocation slip theory,
it would be proportional to the area swept out by the
moving dislocation segment up to the top of the
barrier. In both cases, this result relies on the assump-
tion of a rigid barrier, the profile of which,
dGo = b WH + c5 Ws, does not depend explicitly on
stress Ua. If the simple estimate Aeo cr 1 is accepted, as
plausible molecular models suggest [14], then mea-
suring Va allows us to reach an order of magnitude
estimate of Vc, a characteristic parameter of the pro-
cess.

The explicit expression of dSa requires a further
assumption regarding the temperature dependence of
h(Bs, T) in equation (2). Since it represents a stored
elastic energy, it is reasonable to take it proportional
to the shear modulus Jl(T) as its only temperature
dependent term [6, 9]. In the cases where this is

justified :

so that, after some straightforward calculations it

comes :

with AH. = 0394Ga + T 0394Sa, the activation enthalpy.
The activation free energy can also be expressed in

terms of 0394Ha and Va, under the preceding assumptions,

(3) For the sake of simplicity the temperature dependence of
VTOT has been omitted from the expression of ASa. It can be
shown it is negligible compared to the one of the elastic constants
[6] since (d In VTOT/dT) is smaller than (d ln J1JdT) by at least
a factor of ten for thermoplastics.

(4) Note the equivalence with the general definition of Va
given by Li [12,17] as the local additional shear strain [Aeadl in a
volume element produced during the activation process, integrated
throughout the volume, i. e. : Va = f à8.d dv. Introducing the
strain average ACs = VT"6T f Asaà dv, gives Va = VTOT Ass.
The use of Aeo replaces the continuous distribution ACad(x) by
a square profile : Aead = 0 outside the critical nucleus,
039403B5ad = 0394e0 within it, such that :

since 0394Ga = 0394Ha - T0394Sa. It follows from equation
(10) :

The barrier height itself, AGo, may be of some inte-
rest for characterizing the process :

Unfortunately, there is no general argument to keep
AGo constant as stress and temperature of the experi-
ment vary, eventhough experimental data may inci-
dentally yield a constant plot [5, 6, 7] over a certain
range ; this makes any extrapolation to zero stress or
temperature somewhat hypothetic. For example, it is

easy to verify from the preceding equations :

Two last remarks deserve attention. First, the contri-
butions from rubber-like terms, DSeI or AGeb are in
general negligible as compared with crystal-like terms
AS, or AG,. This is because the former are propor-
tional to the number of entanglements in the nucleus,
Ve Vr. It is well known that the mechanical response of
plastics in the glassy state depends generally on very
local motions of the chain segments [16b] ; consistently,
experimental values of Ya, therefore also Vc, represent
at most about ten individual segments [3, 7] ; therefore
Ve Fc ~ 2 or 3 even though active entanglements are
probably very close to one another in the glassy phase.
This makes ASel of order k and AGel of order kT.
Since at all but the higher temperatures, AGa is found
equal to about 20 kT, it follows that OGeI  AG, ; on
the contrary eSa increases generally with temperature
much more than ASel does, so that ASel 1 might have
some influence at low temperatures.
The second point is to emphasize the contribution of

the temperature dependence of elastic constants to
activation entropy. Not only the thermal changes in the
long wave length vibrational modes of the glass
contribute, but also all the modulus relaxations, i. e.

those secondary transitions (fi, y, ... processes) which
accomodate strain by local chain backbone or side
group motion, if time and temperature allow them to
occur. In this regard, the T-dependence of the shear
modulus to be considered there, is the one at a fre-

quency v N idef 
1 
corresponding to the characteristic
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time of the activation process, that is v ~ 103 s-1
according to part 4.

4. Kinetics of the activation rate. - The macrosco-

pic strain rate produced by the statistical development
of critical shear nuclei can be estimated by simple
kinetic arguments :

It contains the number of active sites where nuclei may
grow, N = P VTOT in the total volume, the average
strain achieved with each successful activation event,
ao = (Deo/ vTOT) Vo where V, is the fully expanded
nucleus volume ( Vo &#x3E; Vc) and R the fraction of the
large number of starting nuclei that achieves expansion
per unit time, i. e. the activation rate.

In a simple picture, the activation rate R depends on
the frequency of attempts at overcoming a particular
barrier, vN, and on the other hand, on the chance of
success of a given fluctuation, which is the probability
p of an equilibrium fluctuation in energy greater than
the energy AG,,. At a given temperature and pressure,
p is equal to the Boltzmann term p = exp - AG.IKT,
so that :

Thermal energy is distributed among polymer bonds
through the various modes of vibration allowed inside
their cage well. Roughly speaking, these modes can be
featured by a bond frequency typical of high tempera-
ture jumps, v,, ; it is similar to the atomic Debye fre-
quency for a crystal and of the same order of magni-
tude 03BDD ~ 1013 S-1 [13, 16c] since the elastic constants
are only a factor ten smaller and densities are quite
comparable. Clearly vD is an upper bound to vq for it
corresponds to uncorrelated segment motions. As

shown below, a better estimate for VN is to take as
frequency of correlated vibrations within a cage of
volume Vc, made of a small number n of segments
(n  10), the cage ground frequency :

where Q is the volume available to an individual seg-
ment in the polymer.

Suppose a ring made of n bonds, of length na,
vibrates with some degree of correlation. The vibra-
tional state has to be obviously the same every n
segments so that allowed wave lengths are propor-
tional to 2 na ; the lowest energy, longest wave length
mode has 2 na as wave length and VN = S/2 na as
frequency, with S a sound velocity. By the same token,
the Debye frequency is approximated by vD = S/2 a.
Hence V. = vD/n, a result already rationalized along
similar lines by Friedel for the dislocation attempt
frequency in crystals [19].
From the above arguments, an order of magnitude

evaluation can be made for the waiting time

Zdef ^-’ R-1 of the activation process, i. e. for over-

coming a particular barrier. Let us consider for exam-
ple a constant strain rate test. The fundamental
relation :

can now be written :

where a is constant, like E. Because of the large value
of VN, a is large and weakly dependent on s. The typi-
cal value ce zi 20 very currently satisfied by a number of
materials [8b] appears to hold also for thermoplastics
[7]. Therefore one can estimate :

with vN N 1012 s-1, ce zi 20, it comes idef ~ 10-3 s.

5. Operational quantities and expérimental proce-
dures. - We would point out, in conclusion, the

importance of checking carefully the self consistency
of the measured activation parameters in order to be
sure of their physical meaning, before speculating on
their physical origin. This is necessary because diffe-
rent active mechanisms may be mixed up at the inves-

tigated temperature, with the result that experimental
data relate then only to apparent parameters ; these
are a complex combination of elementary contributions,
generally hard to find out. When only one molecular
mechanism is acting, on the other hand, experimentally
independent procedures should lead to the same consis-
tent set of data. The activation free energy AGA(T)
measured at yielding as a function of temperature pro-
vides generally a good test.

Operational parameters directly available by inde-
pendent experiments are the activation volume Va and
enthalpy 0394Ha, from the stress and temperature depen-
dence of strain-rate. Neglecting any possible a or T
dependence in the pre-exponential factor Neo vN in
equation (12), compared to the exponential behaviour,
it is easy to see that :

In this way, Ya and AHa can be obtained at yield-
ing (5), at a given stress Qa (the yield stress) and tempe-
rature. For example V. is obtained during a constant
strain-rate test either by strain-rate jumps, or by the
stress relaxation method [20]. OHa is obtained simi-
larly by temperature jumps, either from the ensuing
rate change A;, or from the yield stress (S) change

(5) An operational definition of yielding is to take the stress
at which the activation volume levels down to a plateau versus
strain [21]. This is physically meaningful and gives yield stress
values at various temperatures, in comparable corresponding
states.
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Au.. This latter method makes use of the general
Maxwell relation which can be written for 03B5(03C3a, T) at
constant rate 1 :

This relation assumes no additional structure variable

enters the strain-rate ; ; accordingly, Va and (Du.IDT)
should be taken at the same microstructural state,
which means measured on the same sample, at a time
and strain as close as possible (hence the convenience
of the stress relaxation method).
Two independent ways of obtaining AGa are avai-

lable, which should produce consistent results :

(a) either by measuring ya and 0394Ha at yielding,
using equations (11), (14) and eventually (15) ;

(b) or by measuring va at yielding (Eq. 14) and
integrating it over the whole yield stress range, from
Ua M (at zero K) to Ua at T (Eq. 8). However, because
AGa is a function of both Ua and T, some scaling by
the shear modulus has first to be done. We show in

appendix that the procedure used by Cagnon [11] for
crystals can still hold approximately for thermoplastics.
AGa can thus be obtained by graphical integration :

where S = 03C3a(03BC0/03BC), po and SM referring to zero

Kelvin. Practically SM is not known, but dGa can be
fitted to a given value obtained by (a), for example at
the highest stress measured. Comparisons between (a)
and (b) values can then be made for all the other expe-
rimental points.

Finally a second way of testing the analysis is to
check the plot of 0394Ga versus T is a straight line passing
through the origin, in agreement with equation (13).
We would like to give here just a brief sketch of the

methods for illustration of the above procedures,

FiG. 1. - Activation free energy AGa measured at yielding as a
function of temperature (compression at constant strain-rate)
for atactic polystyrene [7] between 160 K and 335 K. 0 YOGA
values obtained by integration, equation (16). x DGa values
obtained by yield stress change after a temperature jump,

equation (15).

leaving for further publications [7] a more complete
report on experimental data obtained for yielding in
atactic polystyrene (P. S.) and polymethylmetacrylate
(PMMA). These have been tested in uniaxial compres-
sion at a constant strain-rate, ; = 10-4 s-’ and

; = 3.6 x 10-5 s-1 respectively. The activation free
energy versus temperature curves are presented in
figures 1 and 2 for these two thermoplastics.

FIG. 2. - Same as figure 1 for atactic polymethylmethacrylate
[7].

The figures show comparison between the tempera-
ture jumps (crosses, eq. (15)) and the integration
method (circles, eq. (16)) in each case, after taking
into account the temperature dependence of elastic
modulus measured on similar samples at a frequency
of 11 Hz. The occurrence of fracture before yielding
limited our investigations below 150 K.

In the case of P. S., it is clearly seen that only one
molecular mechanism is rate controlling up to 280 K,
with a good fit to equation (13) (AGa = ockt, ce zi 17).
Due to experimental constraints, in the case of PMMA,
the linear temperature dependence of AG relies on
only three low temperature data points, but with a
straight line extrapolating correctly to the origin of
coordinates and giving a reasonable slope (ce rr 21)
for equation (13). Accordingly, we think that in

PMMA as well as in P. S., the strain rate is correctly
described at low temperatures (below 280 K for P. S.
and below 200 K for PMMA) by the Arrhenius law
of equation (12), with a stress dependent activation
energy, varying with T as the elastic modulus does.

Beyond these temperatures, another mechanism

seems to take place, with the result that the different
ways of measuring AGa do not agree any more, nor does
the linear relation-ship ofAG. with T. While the tem-
perature jump method still probably gives an apparent
energy averaged between the two processes (the new
one having a smaller energy), it may be that the inte-
gration method looses any meaning, for presumably
the stress dependence is now only in the pre-exponen-
tial factor and any activation volume is without

significance.
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Appendix. - DERIVING THE ACTIVATION FREE

ENERGY 0394Ga(03C3a, T) FROM INTEGRATING THE STRESS

DEPENDENCE OF ACTIVATION VOLUME Va. - For crys-
tals, Cagnon has shown [11 ] that scaling by the shear
modulus produces a one variable function which is

integrable :

with

so that :

hence :

Here, the same procedure does not produce a one
variable function, because of the rubber-like term ;
from equation (2), (3) and (6) :

so that :

and

Therefore f2013r2013 ) is proportional to

according to equation (10). If the rubber-like term is
small compared to the Hooke term, - T(iJSel/iJ8s)  h,
it is reasonable to assume Va = VTOT A8s(ua, T) to be
proportional to the shear modulus (see Eq. (7)), as

its only temperature dependent term. Therefore Vly
and also (ô Ar/oT) has no temperature dependence.
On the other hand, at Ua = m, 03C3Ma being the yield

stress at 0 K and T = 0 K, AGa is obviously zero, hence
Ae, = 0 from equation (6), or Ya = 0 from equation
(9). Since Val J1 has no temperature dependence, it

follows that (Va/J1) = 0 for um, or S = SM whatever
be T.

Let us now consider the three following states :

To compute Ar at state (2), one has to integrate dut)
from state (1) to state (2). Since it is a state function,
it is possible to do this integration via state (3). From
(1) to (3) :

But ô Ar/ a T being proportional to (V.1p) which is zero
when S = SM, it itself zero, so Art 3 = 0. From (3)
to (2) :

So that finally :

which is equivalent to equation (16). This result is thus
established under the only assumption :

But one has seen in part 3 that 0394Ge1 « 0394G03BC, which is,
since the corresponding integrands are always positive,
equivalent to :

In conclusion, DGe   AGa is the condition for equa-
tion (16) to hold.
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